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Consumers Relinquish the Lead
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Wage Growth Looking Up
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Wages Driving Income Growth
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Saving Won’t Be a Drag
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Dividend Income Led Upward Revisions
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Retail Pricing Power Better Than Thought

Retail sales deflator, ex gasoline, % change yr ago, 3-mo MA
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Wealth Effect Starting to Fade
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Household Burdens Remain Low
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Few Refis, but Cash Extracted
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Lending Standards Being Tightened
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High Rates Threaten Big-Ticket Spending
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**Household Debt Sets a New Record**

Total balance, $ tril
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*In Nominal $*
Growth Expected to Continue
Balances on open accounts, % change yr ago, 6-mo MA
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Revolving Credit Financed Spending

New credit issuance, $ bil
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Originations Across Products Good Quality
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Credit Scores High but Differ Regionally
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Improvement Not Uniform Across Products
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Card Delinquencies Rise

90 days delinquent, % of outstanding balance, 12-mo MA
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Retail Cards Expected to Stabilize

Retail card outstanding $ by credit score, % change yr ago
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Retail Card Originations Stabilizing
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Auto Lenders Tightening Up
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Consumer Default Volumes Stabilize
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Consumers Delay Pay Off
Closed positives, % of $ balances, annual max.
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Q&A

Additional questions?

Send an email to help@economy.com or contact:

Deniz Tudor
Director
deniz.tudor@moodys.com
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